
St.Clair is internationally
esteemed as one of the leading
experts on the future economy,
sustainable living and safe place
engineering.

He gives excellent actionable
advice as to how a client can
leave his or her place of
residence to set up a space of
peace for the future earth
changing events, while
developing and continuing a
business activity or ongoing
work in a changing climate.

“If we can predict the outcome,
can we change it?”

“You focus on the technology of the future,
when your mind is the technology of the future.”

Mankind today has a tendency to look to outer technology to solve
the problems unfolding on this earth. Technology is now seen as the
primary solution to the human dilemma. St.Clair suggests that the
human mind is the primary solution and future technology is the
secondary factor. Genetics are the tools of human consciousness.

St.Clair, a prodigy child, was born in Zurich, Switzerland on 28
February 1959. He is the foremost strategic astrophysicist with a
vast and highly accurate record of economic, social and political
predictions. As a young man he studied law and political sciences at
Zurich University and also served as a Swiss army officer – assisting
a general – before beginning his career advising high profile clients
in special situations world wide. He is the author of the acclaimed
book Zen of Stars – Futures of Planet Earth.
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St.Clair
CONSULTING

Intelligence is defined
by the purpose of its
use.

~ St.Clair

PRIVATE
CONSULTATIONS

Clients from around the world
retain St.Clair for a variety of
reasons – ranging from written
astrological and life vocational
consultations to safe place
engineering and personal, one
on one – face to face meetings,
or in small empowerment
seminars, in order to gain more
focus and to see how to
implement successfully their
transition at any given stage in
their lives.

St.Clair’s clients use his
professional skills to improve
their lives and to establish
clarity of purpose. His readings
focus on the practical
transformation of the clients
who consult with him.

St.Clair personally writes a
unique report based on the birth
data of a client. This is an
elaborated and in depth analysis
of the planetary force field at
work in the individuals life.
Clients can also request an in
depth outlook ranging from a
few months ahead, to a few
years ahead. St.Clair answers
client questions through e–mail
contact or phone consultations,
upon appointment.

St.Clair’s service consultations
range from a basic fee of 370
Euro for one chart discussion.
More complex reports and
advice are negotiated on an
hourly basis, or  are based on a
monthly retainer fee, when
required on the part of the
clients. Personal, long term
reports and advice are based on
a fee of  110 Euro per hour.
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MONTHLY RETAINER

Professional clients can retain
St.Clair for a monthly fee of 650
Euro, providing them with
instant consultation access,
including accurate predictive,
banking, essential timing and
negotiations skills.

St.Clair is frequently retained to
help enact the needed change in
a client’s situation, ranging from
personal or partnership issues to
professional developments at a
work place or business dealings.

PRIVATE MEETINGS

St.Clair meets with clients, upon
appointment only, giving
special life enhancement and
self-empowerment seminars.
Consultations can last from 1–4
days, depending on the
particular needs and goals of the
client. During seminar meetings
with St.Clair the client’s
individual needs are foremost in
the consultations.

Personal and group seminars,
scheduled at clients’ request, are
held in a private exclusive
atmosphere at special locations
in Europe.

Private meetings include a
complete and detailed analysis
of the personal forces at work,
and readings range from the
solving of personal and private
issues to the establishment of a
safe place relocations anywhere
in the world. Relocation issues
are based on astro–cartography
readings as well as taking into
consideration the preference of
the clients.

Many clients today understand
the need for a relocation of both
their business and private
residence and often retain
St.Clair to advise them through
complex and powerful
transformative changes they are
making in their lives.

St.Clair charges 1,100 Euro per
day – excluding travel and hotel
arrangements – for seminar
meetings. Special arrangements
for two (or more) persons can be
made.
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CORPORATE ADVICE

St.Clair advises corporate and
international think tank non-
profit organizations. The fees
are negotiated in advance
depending on the time needed
and the purpose of consultation.

Executives who have studied
Zen of Stars recognize the
necessity for their business to be
resituated in the context of the
times we are about to enter.

Corporate clients retain St.Clair
for a variety of purposes, from
the selection of new executives,
to merger and acquisitions, to
relocation, to the expansion of
new markets, all the way to the
complete restructuring and
transition of the scope of their
organizations and corporations.

St.Clair suggests that the mind
of the future brings the techno-
logy and the know-how, needed
for success, into the present time
through conscious interaction.
This implies that community
leaders connect with the infor-
mation technology through an
active NewMind Technology.

St.Clair positions corporate and
community organisms a decade
ahead of time, thus bypassing
the “problems” facing society.
He shows his clients how to
enact his axiom “Seeing is its
own right action.”

2025 – the new beginning of
mankind – signifies a challenge
or a chance, depending on how
you want to approach the path
from within. Intelligence is
defined by the purpose of its use.

Among St.Clair s noted 1999 predictions were rising oil and gold
prices, the falling dollar, the collapse of housing markets, the
2000 ballot recount, as well as future elections and re-elections of
key heads of states. He foresaw the wars, global land degradation
and ever more powerful hurricanes. Using the future mind of
mankind, St.Clair created NewMind Technologies via
advanced First Contact 2013.
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ZEN OF STARS
Futures of Planet Earth

Zen of Stars is hailed as the most
relevant “living” creative work.

Zen of Stars is the key book
addressing – with disarming
clarity – the relevant issues
facing humanity in the coming
decades. It is a time traveller's
master piece of guided writing,
showing the way ahead.

Tens of thousands of viewers
have seen author and political
astrologer St.Clair in his
inspiring video, shot by
Hollywood producer Kerry
Cassidy, where he explains the
visions he shared with The
Master of The Light. Professionals
in the industry are considering a
documentary or movie based on
the book.

The time traveller of Chillon
castle guides the reader through
“Zen of Stars”, passing into the
coming ages and beyond, in
what appears to be science
fiction but is in fact an accurate
prediction of the probable
futures of planet Earth. Several
key predictions by St.Clair have
already been proven as accurate.

The book resonates with the
reader in ways that are designed
to manifest original solutions
from within. Heart felt reviews
sent by readers clearly show
that the book touches the
essential nerve of humanity.

Zen of Stars is a new mythology
as well as a tool of inner
guidance. For humanity, the
solution resides within. This
book is a unique work of
quantum field High Magic. It
frees mankind, one soul at a
time.

Awareness of the book is
creating new translations in
French, German, Russian,
Japanese. The Spanish version,
El Zen de Las Estrellas, is already
available through LULU.

Zen of Stars has been lodged
firmly into the consciousness of
mankind. The book levitates the
new paradigm ahead of the 2013
transition into an essentially
new world awareness.

The sequel to Zen of Stars,
Foreseen – Beyond Time,  a
living technology, is published
by NewMind Technologies.
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READERS REVIEWS

An Amazing Journey of
Inner-Space, – June 20, 2007
Roger Dovre

“This book isn't for average
minds, this book isn't for above
average minds; however, this
book is for extraordinary minds;
the peaceful and spiritual
warriors of planet Earth and
humanity's sake! It is for the
ones whom are beginning to
awaken to the fact(s) that we've
been lied to by multiple and
various PTB's in order to control
and manipulate everyone for
their own service-to-self
agendas.

Over the past several years, I've
read and studied everything I
could in regards to: The coming
Earth changes, spirituality,
metaphysics, religion, philo-
sophy, psychology, conspiracy
theories, extraterrestrials and
suppressed technologies. In
“Zen of Stars,” St.Clair puts it
together with amazing beauty,
clarity and honesty.

St.Clair not only demonstrates,
exposes, explains and shows
how occult spiritual warfare is
being waged against humans,
which has been ongoing for
thousands of years; he also
provides the reader with a
system and solution to
protecting oneself against these
occult, psychic and spiritual
attacks.

I truly believe and feel life and
reality is about to dramatically
unravel before our very own
eyes: The earthquakes, vol-
canoes, tsunamis, tornadoes,
rising water levels, economic
collapse, more and expanded
wars and etc. are just around the
corner. Are you prepared or
preparing for these events? “Zen
of Stars” is not only about
physical preparedness; but also,
and more so, about emotional
and spiritual preparedness as
planet Earth begins to shift into
the 4th dimension reality:
“Quintessentially, this book is a
road map and compass to help
humanity navigate through the
rough storms and times which
are shortly ahead for all of us.”
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David Byrne wrote:

“Michael St.Clair has done
something very special with this
publication. For he has gone
places that few if any could go.
As Cosmologist, Astrophysicist,
Historian of the ancient world,
Shaman, Researcher, Political
Observer, and all of the other
qualities and Learnedness that
becomes him, has been brought
to bear in this work.

St.Clair deals with topics that go
beyond the drama projection of
that which is portrayed as life.
He does this in a fearless way,
while dealing with difficult
subjects.

He writes on the history of a
time before, what we have been
given as history, and speaks to
the spirituality of our beingness,
our origins, aliens, religionists,
the luminous ones beyond the
creation, and the creation itself.

The cosmologist in him looks to
the stars, here he finds links to
the present and future. As
mundane Astrologer he sights
and links the past.

It is a filament substanceless, yet
more real than physical matter.
It is a connection of oneness that
permeates the energy field, and
brings order, harmony and
balance from out of the
disturbed energy of chaos. Only
the few who be in such place
can project this.

St.Clair has linked so much in
the life that is and that which is
beyond. That so, so much that is
fragmented in human awareness
can be brought together. Can be
seen and understood on the one
page, the page of ones life. He
does this with no projection of
fear, the reader does not have to
go into fear as NONE is
projected.

A Pure Intelligence is at work
in this writing.

So for those who want to taste,
learn, and understand why this
world is the way it is, where it is
going, of the dramatic changes
to come. What choices there are
for the enormous potential that
is you, then this is a must read.
As St.Clair states, “If we can
predict the future, we can
change it.“

–  Highly Recommended.”
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FORESEEN
Beyond Time

Readers of the book Zen of Stars
know that to overcome doubt
and fear is the basis to exist in a
state of being set free, and yet it
is also the hardest thing for a
human being to do.

This is also the prerequisite to
understand the book – to apply
the freedom navigations, for
yourself, inside your own mind.

To activate the teachings of The
Master of The Light who guides
you through FORESEEN means
to implement the guidance of
your own higher self, from the
future into this moment of your
life in the now.

FORESEEN, hyper-dimensional
reality set in 2025, reveals how
mankind becomes aware of the
major extraterrestrial forces in
conflict over planet earth,
leading to the discovery of a
NewMind Technology.

“The Future belongs to him
who knows how to wait.”
                       – Russian Proverb

CONTACT ST.CLAIR

http://Passage11.com

http://Zenofstars.org

E-mail

Passage11@linuxmail.org

http://Passage11.com
http://Zenofstars.org
mailto:Passage11@linuxmail.org
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